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20+ Pitch Deck Examples for On-Demand Startups
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{ so-language: zxx }Hello Entrepreneurs. It’s time to raise some money to fuel your vision!So you have an excellent startup idea or even better, have built an MVP

for the same. Now you want to raise some funds to make it a success.That’s great!!All, you have to do is create a compelling pitch deck.A pitch deck is a critical

fundraising tool, whether you want to raise $50,000 or $50 million.“Well, creating a fund worthy pitch deck can be a daunting task.”You need to get so many things

right, from the visual aspects to the narrative you want to convey to your possible investors.As a startup technology development partner, we want to assist you in this

important step towards building a successful venture.What we have shared below is a curated list of the best startup pitch deck examples with a special focus on

successful on-demand startups. We hope that it provides you with the right references in building your own million-dollar pitch deck.Airbnb Pitch DeckAirbnb is an

online marketplace for people to list, discover, and book accommodations around the world and one of the greatest startup success stories of our time. It’s is not a

surprise that their pitch deck is one of the most searched startup pitch deck examples till date. Short and to the point, Airbnb’s pitch deck has a lot going for it. The

simplicity and flow of information is spot on and any new startup can draw a lot of inspiration from it while creating their own elevator

pitch.Founded 2009Founders Brian Chesky, Joe Gebbia, Nathan BlecharczykTotal funding raised so far $4.4BTop Investors Sequoia Capital, Andreessen Horowitz,

and othersRead more on Pitch Deck Examples for On-Demand Startups 
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